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Climate Action



Cascais

+ 97 km2

+ 30 km coastal line

+ 1/3 of protected landscape

+ Metropolitan Area of Lisbon

+ Renowned tourist destination

+ 206 000 inhabitants

+ Unrivaled heritage



Strategy and Policy

Cascais is a frontrunning city on climate and
sustainable policies. It has produced
unrivaled policy support policies. This
drives our action with a knowledge-
based strategy.

+ Strategic Plan for Climate Change in Cascais (2009) is
the first local climate change risk assessment with policy
guidance.

+ The Cascais Climate Change Adaptation Action Plan
(2017) defines a work frame of 80 actions to be
implemented until 2030.

+ Cascais SDG 2030 (2017) the first Portuguese localization
process for the UN’s sustainable development strategy.

+ Carbon Neutrality Route 2050 (2020) the first municipal
commitment towards carbon neutrality following the
country’s commitment to climate change.



Ongoing and everlasting impact – Over 56 Projects already implemented  

+ 13 Measures

+ 82 actions

+ €11 500 000 investment

+ Mostly “non-structural” or “green

solutions”.

+ “gray solutions” for water supply

infrastructure

+ Transversal reply to the Sustainable

Development Goals 2030



Route to Carbon Neutrality 2050 

+ The Cascais‘ Carbon 

Neutrality Route defines the 

transition goals and 

resources needs to change 

emission paradigm to comply 

with the Paris Agreement 

+ An innovative assessement 

in Portugal intended to 

reduce the 533 tk CO2e 

yearly emission rate to 15 

kt CO2e

+ A long term commitmnent 

aiming at societal change



Route to Carbon Neutrality 2050 

Stationary Energy - Renewable endogenous resources
- Energy efficiency
- electrification

Transports - Electrification and alternative fuels
- Promote smooth, shared and active mobility

Waste and water - Reduce per capita waste and promote biowaste separation
- Reduce organic mater in water by changing Food habits
- End any landfill waste deposits

Forest and soil use - Promote forest and green cover
- Reduce forest fires
- Promote forest productivity

+ Duly connected with the National Carbon Neutrality Route 2050, the Cascais strategy aims to 

ensure a structural and transversal change in the production chain to foment the use of new 

technologies and more efficiency circularity processes. 

+ With some dependency with the national strategy (energy matrix), we propose a set of actions 

with local stakeholder responsability, meaning the town hall has a direct influence on the policies‘ 

outcomes.



Carbon Neutrality 2050

+ Free public transport 

integrated with charging and 

bike sharing solutions and 

gamification wins. Partially 

financed by parking fees.

+ Promoting car sharing solutions 

and no polution zones

+ test bed for innovative urban 

transport solutions, including tax 

solutions 



Carbon Neutrality 2050

+ Promoting energy communities with 

private investors

+ Renewable energy solutions with urban 

planning instruments 

+ “Energy store“ approach to support 

citizens with key questions regarding 

investments



Route to Carbon Neutrality 2050 

+ expected results are:

• produce up to 213GWh/y on

renewable energy sources.

• estimated at 61 734 CO2eq/year on

emission saving

• By “Pioneering Local Energy

Communities”, Cascais will organize

workshops, webinars and transition

meetings with relevant sector

stakeholders



Route to Carbon Neutrality 2050 

+ Projects must be included as a structured action within

a local climate or energy plan/commitment. SECAP or

other instrument within a broader commitment is highly

advised (SDG’s 2030, Paris Agreement, National

Commitment, etc.). This is a useful way to get more

funding

+ Replication is a success factor as it can engage more

stakeholders and larger investment scope (national and

international). Faster technology adoption and scaled

regulations

+ Carbon neutrality (together with adaptation) is the

next big challenge for private investors, companies,

cities and families altogether. The main driver of change

for the decades to come.




